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Newark Moving Forward
Winning the battle against COVID-19

RAS J. BARAKA, Mayor, Newark; Executive Board Member, NJLM

“Be Still Mondays”

A

s written on April 20, 2020…
Less than 40 days after Newark learned of its first confirmed positive case of Novel Coronavirus
(COVID-19), I told Newark residents on our Facebook page that our city has suffered more
than 250 deaths and over 2,100 residents ill with the virus. This is only a small part of a worldwide
tragedy of unimaginable proportions that continues to rage with the end far in sight–leaving stressed
economies, silent streets, shuttered businesses, and families with more questions than they have
answers. Yet, we still have hope, exude perseverance, and our community embodies resiliency.

These grim facts need no rehearsal. They require action at
every level of our society, from the White House to a threeapartment house in Newark’s East Ward. Newark’s battle
against COVID-19 cannot be won in hospitals alone.
Our community must come together by staying separated.
We imposed a strict lockdown on the entire City of Newark–all
13 miles of it–closing non-essential businesses, and assigning roving
police patrols to issue summonses and tickets to persons who
gather in groups, which would spread coronavirus. A visitor to
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Newark today would find shuttered stores, empty streets, and
closed parks. In short, like any city in America today.
But there’s more to this story. We are taking active measures
to support our residents and their needs in this hour of trial.
Measures to restore the economic strength and stability of our
businesses, prevent our residents from suffering from foreclosure and eviction, assisting our homeless population with lifesaving shelter, and even assisting our arts community to protect
the cultural strength of Newark.

Newark Moving Forward

cultural organizations with operating
funds and capital funds.

Mayor Ras Baraka, left, at one of his Facebook Live press conferences.

Our most important measure has been
a four-city act of unity that unites Newark
with its neighboring communities of
Orange, East Orange, and Irvington in
four joint and combined operations to
support the health and wellness of all
these municipalities.
This, of course, is not enough. While
these steps enforce health and safety
measures, they do not address economic
issues. Here is what we are doing on
those fronts:
• Approximately $1 million investment
in rapid, short-term rental housing for
300 of the most vulnerable Newark
residents, including those without permanent addresses.

• Up to $1 million investment in
community-based non-profits that
serve Newark residents.
• With $2 million earmarked for a
small business grant program, the City
is offering about 200 business grants
up to $10,000 to provide working
capital for operating costs, payroll,
accounts payable, inventory, equipment, rent, taxes, licensing or other
business-related expenses.
• A $1 million investment in the “Live
Newark” program to provide down
payment and rehabilitation funds for
up to 100 Newark homeowners.
• Up to $750,000 arts initiative
investment assisting up to 30 arts and

• Also, the tax assessor is accepting
applications from building owners with
business tenants who have been negatively
affected by COVID-19. The buildings
will be reassessed to reduce the taxes
owed by the building and the tax savings
will be passed along to the small business
tenants in form of a rent reduction.
We are also calling upon the spiritual
and moral strength of our residents and
businesses with “Be Still Mondays,” in
which we encourage people and businesses–essential and non-essential–to
“be still” on Mondays, by staying home
and not opening their businesses, to
reduce the chances that Coronavirus may
be spread in Newark, to show support
of all essential workers, and to exude
community-wide solidarity.
These are major initiatives that will have
both short- and long-term impact on how
our city withstands, faces, and battles
back against Coronavirus. Once again,
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Newark is leading the way, teaching the
nation lessons in strength by coming
together to unite in the face of uncertainty.
Our residents are fighting back every
day, by staying home, only going out for
essential trips, and keeping their neighbors and friends informed and uplifted
through one of our greatest challenges.
Our business and non-profit community
has deployed their formidable resources
to provide residents with financial
support, food delivery, and free food
for those in need.

Newark will overcome
this pandemic and
come out stronger
in spite of it.
Our Public Schools have shifted from
in-class learning to online study. We
may not have traditional proms and
graduations in May and June, but we
will find ways to celebrate the achievements of our students.
Our municipal agencies have worked
immense hours to enforce the law, ensure
the health of our residents, replace lead
service lines, keep clean water flowing,
and perform such unheralded but vital
tasks as repairing potholes and traffic
lights, collecting waste, and communicating information to media and residents.
Some have contracted coronavirus in
doing so, and some of our nearest and
dearest have lost this fight.
Lastly, we cannot commend enough the
heroic work of our health officers and
first responders, who are in the front line
of this crisis, bearing the brunt of the
disease. They risk their lives almost
around the clock to treat and restore the
health of victims of the pandemic. The
debt we all owe them is beyond measure.
Newark has undergone many trials
and tests–two World Wars, the Great
Depression, economic instability, and the
Rebellion. Coronavirus may be our latest
and possibly our harshest as it is invisible,
deadly, and does not differentiate between
victims. But Newark has survived them
all, and together, we will overcome this
pandemic and come out stronger in
spite of it. e
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Newark and its neighboring communities
of Orange, East Orange, and Irvington
have created several strategies to contain
and conquer coronavirus.
Operation Lockdown
• The four municipalities jointly enforce complete lockdowns on their
communities.
• Until the situation is re-evaluated, non-essential and non-emergency travel
is barred on the streets of these communities.
• Joint police units patrol borders and other points.
• Violators face summonses and other legal action.

Operation Clean Business
• Essential businesses that are allowed to remain open must clean
their premises.
• To do so, they must frequently wipe down high touch points including
doors and counters.
• Employees and customers must practice social distancing.
• At the close of the business day, owners are encouraged to sanitize
their businesses.
• Health inspectors ensure that this is carried out.

Operation Wipedown
• Owners of senior citizen centers and complexes must sanitize public areas,
including high touch points such as: mailboxes, elevators, doorknobs, and
countertops three times a day with disinfectant.
• Owners must sign compliance statements, saying that they have adhered
to the order.
• Inspectors ensure that owners adhere to these policies, collecting
compliance statements.
• If inspectors find the owners have not taken required sanitization
measures, the inspectors will cite the owners for appropriate legal action.

Operation Mobile Wellness Checks
• Police departments conduct mobile patrols, making sure that people
are practicing social distancing and enforcing Governor Murphy’s
Executive Order.
• Violators are ticketed and face legal action.

